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Art Brut Project Cuba at the Kunsthaus Kannen 

Current exhibition: 2
nd 

National Exhibition of Art Brut and Outsider Art.

RIERA STUDIO at the celebration of 20 years of HI in Cuba 

RIERA STUDIO was invited to the celebration of 20 years of Handicap International - Cuba Program and the presentation 

of its 2016 Annual Report in which it's included an article about Art Brut Project Cuba, as well as images of our artists' 

works illustrating other articles. The event also was taken as a platform to launch the new name for this global non-

governmental organization: Humanity & Inclusion (HI), which now better describes all its tasks in favor of people living at 

risk conditions. Thanks to Philippe Martinez, its director in Cuba, for his collaboration with our project.  

At Art Brut Projet Cuba´s workshops we support the creative and singular work of a group of artists living with mental conditions. We provide the place and the art 

supplies for them to work in a pleasant environment. You can also be part on this initiative and become an active contributor to the artistic live of these people 

donating new or used art materials: colored pencils, crayons, watercolors, gauche, brushes, pencils, pens, markers, drawing notebooks and any other material you 

wish. If you want to involve yourself and to know in what others ways you can help, just let us know your interest at samuelriera@cubarte.cult.cu 

The prestigious Kunsthaus Kannen | Museum for 

Outsider Art and Art Brut (Munster, Germany) will 

be showing for the first time Art Brut and Outsider 

Art made by Cuban artists from Art Brut Project 

Cuba. “Drawings from Cuba” is the title of the 

exhibition that will feature works by five artists: 

Damian Valdes Dilla, Federico Garcia Cortizas, 

Carlos J. Garcia Huergo, Josvedy Jove Junco (El 

Sirio) and Ruben G. Guerrero Garrido. This 

exhibition will be held in collaboration with Galerie 

Hamer (Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and Treger 

Saint Silvestre Art Brut Collection (Porto, 

Portugal). The exhibition will be opened from 

February 4
th
 to May 27

th
. 

From January 12
th
 until March 31

rst
, RIERA STUDIO | Art Brut 

Project Cuba is a comprehensive exhibition of Cuban Art Brut and 

Outsider Art made by 35 artists that this studio comprises, 

including the exhibition for the first time of new artists’ work. This 

exhibition is also supported by the Embassy of Norway in Cuba.  

Photos by Derbis Campos Hernández 

Carlos J. Garcia Huergo. Untitled, mixed media on cardboard, 

2016. 

“Art Brut en Cuba: un espacio para todos” (Art Brut in Cuba: a space for 

everybody), article included in the Annual Report HI Cuba 2016. 

Samuel Riera (left), director of RIERA STUDIO | Art Brut Project Cuba and 

Philippe Martinez (right), director for HI Cuba. 
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